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Toles Marks End of Divisive Legislative Session 

 
Representative Barbara Toles (D-Milwaukee) expressed her thoughts on the end of the Legislative session. 
 
“The best thing that can be said about the 2011-12 Legislative session is that it is over!  Unfortunately, the 
damage inflicted on Wisconsin and its citizens by Governor Walker and the Republican majority will continue 
to be felt for years to come.   
 
“Wisconsin led the nation in job losses from January 2011 to January 2012.  However, Legislative Republicans 
used the final days of what was supposed to be a ‘jobs session,’ to force through their extreme social agenda.  
Bills were passed that assaulted women’s rights, attacked Milwaukee’s local control, and undermined public 
education. 
 
“One of the most egregious attacks on local control is the passage of Senate Bill 275 (SB 275).  SB 275 
effectively disbands the current Milwaukee Area Technical College (MATC) Board, and eliminates the ability 
of our local leaders to make important decisions about our community.  It reduces the board’s appointment 
committee from a group of twenty two school board presidents to four county officials, weakening Milwaukee 
County’s representation on the committee to only 50%, even though 90% of the student body comes from 
Milwaukee neighborhoods.  Due to the severe restrictions that SB 275 imposes on the board’s membership, five 
current members will no longer be eligible to serve, including all of the board’s minority members.  
 
“What was missing this session were immediate actions to address the real challenges of unemployment facing 
the working families in Wisconsin, and particularly the crisis of black male joblessness in my community. 
While the Republicans wasted time passing an unconstitutional voter ID bill, families continued to struggle in 
Milwaukee and across the state.  To make matters worse, they created more obstacles for our dislocated 
workers, who are trying to provide the essentials for their families, by forcing them to wait a week before 
receiving unemployment insurance, and cutting vital state services like BadgerCare and Family Care. 
 
“The people of Wisconsin did not send us to Madison to be the voice of corporate lobbyists and special 
interests, they sent us here to represent the people’s interests, and ensure equality of opportunity for all our 
citizens.  This session’s raft of bad bills and bad policy achieved the opposite—Wisconsin is more divided than 
ever, and the people’s trust in the ability of their elected officials to solve big problems has reached a new low.” 
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